
     Know the Peace (Lyrics) 

 

(Hook) 

Know the peace be strong, center of our thoughts is the battle in a song...  

Do the math be strong center of our thoughts where the battle in the song. (2 times) 

 

Oh K take a mental stroll, positive emotions Healin up U have a soul, let it go better choices Angel voices 

make a goal every positive is doing math we add up out the cold.  

Skyhighatry man we gotta bring it in for family credit for any hope every person is a ministry. 

God at work tunes raps how we max religiously, love within in the valley turn the owie into history 

Peace that's Good's rap. Let Him breathe I We really Oh cool snap. 

Lighten up is how we do the inside outside mathematics build some knowledge out the trap. 

Respectfully 

Veterans should have better benefits but all the scarcity is lacks. We teach the truth about the cause and 

effect of the ignorance we pray daily that big money here's the tracks. (Hook) 

 

(Hook) Know the peace be strong center of our thoughts is the battle in a song... Do the math be strong 

center of our thoughts where the battle in the song. (2 times) 

 

New Real. Never saw it coming but it's here so here's the deal. Lighten up so we can feel how the people 

need a breath to catch up how it's in the air it wasn't fair in the first place the big steal. So many hosts so 

little time Space Raps find a rhyme stay close in the mind cause the essence is the time. Heard the 

message of a peace same spirit watch it climb. Plantin better seeds, Watchin diets let it shine. People 

built the Renaissance a force exploited hope outsourced the commerce which was freedom from the 

nope.  

Blood clot to Frame knock it's a process feel the stoke. Johnny 5 look alive prosperity can float. Just 

assume they gonna lie you know a hater passin by, nothin new we claim divine a sacred Brotha truth 

assigned,  Everyone that's right everyone U 21 salutes yours mine rhythm to remind...(Hook) 

 

 


